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Britney spears lyrics quotes

It may seem out of character to us, but we kind of can't wait to get our hands on the newest scent of Britney Spears, The Private Show. This departure from her fantasy series perfume is that it smells like something we all know and love: Frappucinos. Yup, instead of a floral-fruit flavor, Brit-Brit has created
an ode to the greatest muse there is: coffee. And we're already a little obsessed, mainly because we could use the cup. Popsugar attended the Las Vegas preview of Perfume, where Spears explained that the smell is inspired by the electric energy I feel when I perform, whether during rehearsals or on
stage during my show. I wanted my fans to have an uplifting, sexy smell that gives them the opportunity to achieve their dreams. Okay, Starbucks is clearly not listed in perfume information, but the top note is Whipped coffee. It may seem sweetly nauseating, but apparently it is not. Popsugar tested the
scent and reported that it came down as more unisex, with a muskier, more masculine smell than Spears' previous perfume. Frankly, we love this trend of fragrances based on unexpected sources (see Tom Ford Tobacco Vanille). If you want to live the same Frappucino-filled life as Spears (although she
recently stated that her favorite Starbucks drink is Passion Tango Herbal Tea), the Private Show will begin next month at Kohl's and sell for $52.h/t PopsugarBritney Spears All Coverure Shoot: Self-Links Fashion can be as nasty as referring to yourself in the first person. Or it could be incredibly cute and
cute. The latter is definitely the case when it comes to Britney Spears' shiny pink booties that come with Britney and Bitch's inscription for the world to see. I'm not going to lie. I squealed with joy when I saw these children. First, booties are blingy and shiny, encrusted with tons of pink crystals. They're also
with their legs open. They're basically glam as is. But they also have an added and fabulous touch. Britney's word is in black crystals on one bootett, while the same thing happens with the word Bitch on the other. This is a reference to her infamous statement this is Britney, a bitch, from her hit Gimme
More. This simple phrase has become much repeated pop culture talk and Brit Brit herself has used it in other songs. Now it's immortalized on a pair of killer shoes, because #fashion'90s style of queen Spears isn't the only one rock blingy and self-referenced accessories. Kourtney Kardashian wears an
iPhone with the names of her three children with a gold sign on her back. Are you ready for Britney's bitch booties? Yes! Did you squeal, too? It's okay to admit it if you did. Brit Brit can wear them on stage or on the red carpet with LBD. She can also swap her favorite platform flip-flops and wear them with
clipping denim shorts - another of her style sigs-on one of her Starbucks is running. Of course, these shoes would be impractical, but they would also be glam. Frazer Harrison/Getty Images Entertainment/Getty ImagesSpears has been on point with her shoes as of late. This black and gold, rope-bound
pair was a killer. She went pedi-less, too. Jason Merritt/Getty Images Entertainment/Getty ImagesHer shoes often sparkle. Jason Merritt/Getty Images Entertainment/Getty ImagesOn wore these lacquered leather, open-leg, high booties on her ankle at the VMAs in 2011. I have a love-hate relationship with
them. I feel like they are too high and therefore cut her leg. But I love the glossy finish, open nose, and rock 'n' roll vibe even more. Jason Merritt/Getty Images Entertainment/Getty ImagesWhen you see the whole ensemble, it leads to a Whoa moment! Brilliant LBD and sexy, shiny shoes were aces. These
pink shiny Britney Bitch boots are probably custom made for Spears. But if you want to make your own shiny, Galaxy shoes, watch the video below. It's super easy. Picture: Britney Spears/Instagram (1) Getty Images This week, beloved pop icon and celebrated Cheetos enthusiast Britney Spears is
releasing her newest album, Fame - which, comfortably, is exactly the praise we shouted at in the sky. Because, as people, we respect all the obstacles Brit-Brit scales to get here, and as keen observers, we are thrilled with the public speaking that needs to come. What kind of Britney are we going to get?
A slightly innocent Britney of the '90s? Whoever brought ultra-low-rise jeans to a world that doesn't need them? A snake charmer suit? Join us as we envelop her most memorable, indelible, and often incredible red carpet moments, in honor of the woman, we are genuinely excited to welcome back to the
list. 1 of 35 1999: Britney's Teen Choice Awards not only performed, presented, and won at the inaugural Teen Choice celebrations - though, a fun fact: She lost a selection of female artists to Brandy - but was also chosen to present the show, thanks to the success of ... Baby, one more time. And if you
asked a person about the sartorial interpretation of this album, those pants would nail this job. They are funny and not quite technically correct, but still fizzy, breath fun. If pants can be considered catchy, that's exactly what it is. 2 of 35 1999: MTV Video Music Awards, Part I We Pray sweet goddess above
that someone makes a life choice to wear a clean marabou trimmed jumpsuit for the VMAs again, just as Britney did here 17 years ago. Hold on. We just had a thought: Britney herself should perform at this year's VMAs. Maybe she can recycle this look for fun? Think about it, Britters. 3 of 35 1999: MTV
Video Music Awards, Part II Is What Is Technically Known in Fashion Circles as Much. It's as if Jackson and Coachella had a baby. 4 of 35 2000: Grammy Picture of it. First Grammys a new millennium. And Britney - clearly reliving either the Marilyn moment or most likely the Madonna-like-Marilyn moment
- rose for the occasion, looking arguably the best she's ever looked at to date. Streamlined! Elegant (mostly)! Understated (for the Grammys)! Can it go on? Maybe she cornered herself? 5 of 35 2000: Today Show Nope. Instead, she pulled out a U-turn. This outfit is so confusing that it can actually be our
favorite in the whole slideshow. Even Mr. Puma there looks afraid to make eye contact with him. 6 of 35 2000: The opening of planet Hollywood London Britney's costume-y trend continued here at a rapid pace; we went from Marilyn/Madonna discount to Dolly Parton... Could we have philanthroped to call
it the prince's salute? Purple. If only he could have swept to provide sartorial guidance. We suspect he could have told her to either wear a full shirt or no shirt at all. 7 of 35 2000: Billboard Music Awards This has led us to place behind words - a place where we can express our feelings only with
punctuation, namely: !!!!!!????????!!!!!!!!!???!?!?!?!?!!!! 8 of 35 2001: American Music Awards Oh, nothing to see here except the most iconic moment for jeans in history ever. (so iconic that Katy Perry paid tribute to him at the 2014 VMAs.) If you ask a person what their favorite Britney and Justin red
carpet moment of all time was, and that's not their answer, you should let them know that they are wrong. Is this matchy-matchy look absolutely disgusting? Yes. Is it searing, fun, totally unforgettable? Absolutely. Does Jessica Biel have a framed picture on her family dresser? She's feeling better. 9 of 35
2001: Teen Choice Awards Talking about iconic denim moments, pour one over the jeans that died to make this outfit. It turns out that Britney does have the most tortured historical relationship with denim. 10 out of 35 2001: NSYNC Release Party Getty Images filed this photo under human body and
human belly, which is certainly their way of making sense: BODY BE BANGIN. However, can we agree, as a people, never again celebrate the pants that require wax to be worn? (And it doesn't even get into the fact this top looks like a corset inspired by a cave bear clan.) The zipper should not be shorter
than the thumb. 11 of 35 2001: MTV Video Music Awards This pure over-panti look is now on trend, 15 years later. None of us are happy about it, but it's true. Did anyone alive predict that Britney would be ahead of any fashion curves? Is there something she is currently wearing that will prove strangely
prophetic? Please let me know. 12 of 35 2001: Britney Album Release Party Unfortunately, Now We Know a Couple Who Wears a Matching caramel together doesn't have to stay together. Looking at this photo feels like looking at a picture of a picture parents in happier times. It's nostalgia and it hurts
and they wear crazy dated outfits that are so bad you can't fully figure out why they've ever been hot for each other in the first place. 13 of 35 2002: American Music Awards so you don't think Justin years have been a totally fluffy, denim mess. What you see here is the appearance of a watch Britney clung
to until today, more or less: a brightly colored cocktail dress that is short enough to show off her killer legs. It's rarely subtle or sophisticated, but it's also, frankly - and we don't want it to be. And while we'd like to see her branch out now, the fact remains at this particular point in her timeline, damn it, she
looked good. 14 of 35 2002: The Crossroads Premiere Britney wore a leather Newsboy cap paired with matching kitten-heeled boots, jeans, and what can best be described as beige underwear to the premiere of Crossroads by Shonda Rhimes is a proposal that now, 14 years later, is read as a deranged
Mad Lib. 15 of 35 2002: Crossroads Press Junket What Did We Tell You About Brit's Checkered Relationship With Denim? It's either a sheer tablecloth wrapped around a pair of jeans or just something that looks like this - and to be honest, that could be worse. Guys, the early daughters were profoundly
weird. But we'll say this for Britney: She'll never show her kids her old photos and won't be able to figure out when they were cut off. All this is a real commitment ... whatever the opposite of timelessness there is. 16 out of 35 2002: UK Crossroads Premiere It's how good it could always be, we find
ourselves squealing on our screens. One of Britney's earliest wax figures at Madame Tussauds was dressed in this exact outfit, and there's a good reason for that: she looks great. This look ticks all her boxes. We can see her amazing legs, he veers to the brilliant Vegas dancer aesthetic to which she is
constantly drawn, there is a strange handkerchief hemline ... and yet it's still incredible on her. 17 of 35 2002: MTV Video Music Awards If the previous look was the inspiration for Britney's wax figure, here she looks like an actual wax figure. In the biker bar. A very strange biker bar. Yes, the early aughts
were deeply strange, but were they so deeply strange? Even at the time, someone had to know that it was a bad idea and that someone had to tell her. 18 of 35 2003: TRL Awards Psst, Britney. Your sweater. You... caught him on something on the way in? It breaks up on your body. Britney? Britney, can
you hear us? Was it a metaphor for TRL itself? Were you psychic?! 19 of 35 2003: MTV Bash This outfit is a time capsule in many ways - will Pat Field ever, today, scribble her signature through what is effectively a pelvic tube top ... tube bottom)?? - but perhaps the most dramatic is Britney's T-shirt. Page
Six Six was the clever (but not claim-proof) name of Perez Hilton's blog before it went the same name. If you remember this era, you will no doubt feel as old as we do right now, but you're also probably slightly surprised Britney has worn the name gossip site emblazoned on her chest. 20 of 35 2003:
Glamour Women of the Year Awards We also have to give it up to Britney to demonstrate a consistent commitment to fad. What better way to celebrate being one of Glamour's annual laureates - along with Susanna Tom's Diner Vega, Laura Seabiscuit, and Ellen Ellen DeGeneres - than to come dressed
as the only moderately bummed young spouse of a dead, liver-spotted old billionaire who hasn't actually spoken out since before they met? 21 of 35 2003 and 2004: AMAs and NRJ Music Awards Britters wore these very similar looks just two months apart. It certainly feels like an early hallmark of the shift
that has occurred over the past decade or so, in which red carpet dresses for musicians increasingly resemble performance wear. Or, in this case, what you plan to wear for free dance in ballroom competitions. How's Britney's pasodoble, anyway? 22 of 35 2004: Billboard Music Awards Enter Federline!
These two have already been burned in our brains thanks to the stylish pimps and Maids tracksuits featured at their wedding (three months before), but as far as we can tell, this is the first appearance of the Federline red carpet. Naturally, they brought the dog to the awards show because it was an era
when pets were treated as accessories. (Why wear a bracelet when you can wear a bichon frieze?) We can only assume Britney dressed as an ornate lampshade because they were nesting. 23 of 35 2005: Charlie and the Chocolate Factory Premiere Yes, but whose golden ticket was actually, yes, Kev?
24 of 35 2006: Rolling Stone Grammy Party Will K-Fed Be Better in the Age of Skinny Pants? It's a question for ages. But no tall man has ever looked shorter. As for Britney, these shoes are so lovely 2006 and so obviously something she threw in the trash years later with a disgusting noise. This, too,
unfortunately dress looks like she lifts the curtain on a very literal interpretation of Vagina Monologues. 25 of 35 2008: MTV Video Music Awards Is further proof that when Britney gets it right, she's a goddess. This dress is stunning to her, and this sound you hear is the thought of a bubble popping over her
head wondering, why doesn't she do it all the time? 26 of 35 2008: Bambi Awards A then sometimes Britney appears looking like a gold medal equestrian Madonna games. It's a constant game of wardrobe roulette here. 27 of 35 2009: Sidewalks of Malibu We cheat here a bit because it's obviously not a
red carpet. But if you close your eyes and think of Britney Britney's iconic Outfits, dollars of doughnuts one image that flashed in front of you had her in tiny cuts and Uggs. She and Pamela Anderson have jointly made Malibu look like the most tangled climate zone in the world. 28 of 35 2010: American
Music Awards In general, brunette Britters is not an image that we easily conjure up, but, little do we know, in 2010, this outfit will be more than just a lightning strike of pure madness. Hell, Gwen Stefani will be wearing this right now and adding wings to it... Oh, wait, she basically already did. Maybe
Britney's just ahead of her time. Is it possible that no one gives her enough credit? 29 of 35 2012: Filming X Factor This period of Britney's career is memorable because, let's be honest, we were all sure that her concert judged by X Factor would be dirtier than the episode of The Real
Housewives. Although it wasn't a perfect experiment, Britney pulled it together sartorially and impressively. Look how cute our girl looks here! Even her shoes are zingy. 30 out of 35 2012: X Factor Premiere Of course you could argue this dress is a bit fungal looking, but to be honest, we love it. It is bright,
unusual, flattering, and the most exciting is fashion. Doesn't that make you dream about what a stylist like, say, Ilaria Urbinati (who in particular turned Nina Dobrev into a style star) can do with Britney? It's never too late, girl! Throw some of that Vegas money to the real expert. Expert.
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